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Materials in and of the landscape
Immigrants arriving from Europe to Ellis Island circa 1900Drawing of the Polish Border style of basket weaving
Coates Willow and Basket Centre, Taunton, Somerset (left and centre images)
Coates Willow and Basket Centre, Taunton, Somerset (left and centre images)
Passengers on train to Gdansk, Poland. 
YIVO Institute for Jewish research (top image)
Coates Willow and Basket Centre, Taunton, Somerset 
(bottom image)
Wicker trunk that belonged to Hellen Paap, departed from Germany circa 1900. Ellis 
Island National Museum of Immigration. 
Passengers on train to Gdansk, Poland. 
YIVO Institute for Jewish research (top image)
Coates Willow and Basket Centre, Taunton, Somerset 
(bottom image)
Wicker reed suitcase that belonged to donor’s mother who immigrated to US from 
Poland in 1915. Ellis Island National Museum of Immigration. 
Passengers on train to Gdansk, Poland. 
YIVO Institute for Jewish research (top image)
Coates Willow and Basket Centre, Taunton, Somerset 
(bottom image)
Abraham Solomon ‘Second Class—The Parting: "Thus part we 
rich in sorrow, parting poor“’ 1855. 
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection Albert Bierstadt ‘Donna Lake from the Summit’ 1873. New York Historical Society.
Abraham Solomon ‘Second Class—The Parting: "Thus part we 
rich in sorrow, parting poor“’ 1855. 
Yale Center for British Art, Paul Mellon Collection
































































































































































Basket that belonged to the donors mother Augusta 
Bronstrom who immigrated to the US from Sweden in 
1907. She brought food in the basket. Ellis Island 
National Museum of Immigration.
Wicker reed suitcase that belonged to the donors 
mother who immigrated to the US from Poland in 
19015. Ellis Island National Museum of Immigration.
Sewing machine, Christine 
and Mortina Pettersen, 
Norway.
Wood plane and grooving 
plane, Karl Steitz, 
Germany, 1919. 
Ellis Island National 
Museum of Immigration.
Wicker Suitcase that belonged to Albert Gusset from Brienz, 
Switzerland. National Museum of Immigration.
Ceiling of Great Hall at Ellis Island National Museum 
of Immigration where immigrants were processed.

Concepts that travel
As universal, formal and repetitive as 
weaving may be, it can also be very specific –
each piece of woven structure representing a 
cultural tradition, geographic site, historic 
technology, generational trend, economic 
tradition, and individual intention. 
(Hixson 2011, p.223-224) 

Wicker Suitcase that belonged to Albert 
Gusset from Brienz, Switzerland (detail). 




The Train Track and the Basket, 
Hull Paragon Railway Station, 2017
From railway to basket - out of the industrial hard 
material of railway track is born the transformation of 
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